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Abstract: In this paper we will prove that the polyhedral graphs and graceful graphs admits some higher 
order triangular sum numbers. We will derive the path of graceful graphs edge based on the node count 
and order of triangular sum numbers. We will also come to know about the graceful graphs edge values 
‘sequence type’ based on some higher order of triangular sum numbers. 
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1. Introduction: In graph theory, a graceful labeling of a graph with m-edges is a labeling of its vertices 
with some subset of the integers between 0 and m inclusive, such that no of two vertices share a label, 
and such that each edge is uniquely identified by the positive, or absolute difference between its end 
points. A graph which admits a graceful labeling is called a graceful graph. In geometric graph theory, a 
branch of mathematics, a polyhedral graph is the undirected graph formed from the vertices and edges 
of a convex polyhedron. Alternatively, in purely graph- theoretic terms, the polyhedral graphs are the 3-
vertex-connected planar graphs. In the upcoming topics we will study on higher order triangular sum 
numbers and how it can be used in Polyhedral and Graceful graphs. 
 
Definition.1.1: A triangular sum numbers is a number obtained by adding all positive integers less than 
or equal to a given integer n. If the n

th 
triangular sum numbers is denoted by Tn. Then 

 Tn = 1/2[n(n+1)]. The triangular sum numbers are 1,3,6,10,15,21,28,36,45,55,66,78,91,105,120,...n. 
 
Definition.1.2: A second order triangular sum numbers is a number obtained by adding all the squares 
of positive integers less than or equal to a given positive integer n. If the nth second order triangular sum 
numbers is denoted by Sn. Then Sn=1/6[(n)(n+1)(2n+1)]. The second order triangular sum numbers are 
1,5,14,30,55,91,140,204,285,385,506,650,……n. 
 
Definition.1.3: A third order triangular sum numbers is a number obtained by adding all the cubes of 
positive integers less than or equal to a given positive integer n. If the nth third order triangular sum 
numbers is denoted by Tn, Then Tn = 1/4[(n)

2
(n+1)

2
]. The third order triangular sum numbers are 

1,9,36,100,225,441,784,1296,2025, 3025,4356,6084,11025,……n. 
 
Definition.1.4: A fourth order triangular sum numbers is a numbers obtained by adding all the fourth 
powers of positive integers less than or equal to a given positive integer n. If the nth fourth order 
triangular sum numbers is denoted by Fn. Then Fn = 1/30[(n)(n+1)(2n+1)(3n2+3n-1)]. The fourth order 
triangular sum numbers are 1,17,98,354,979,2275,4676,8772,15333,25333,39974…...n. 
 
Definition.1.5: A fifth order triangular sum numbers is a numbers obtained by adding all the fifth 
powers of positive integers less than or equal to a given positive integer n. If the nth fifth order triangular 
sum numbers is denoted by Fn, Then Fn = 1/12[(n)

2
(n+1)

2
(2n

2
+2n-1)]. The fifth order triangular sum 

numbers are 1,33,276,1300,4425,12201,29008,61776,120825,220825,……n. 
 
Definition.1.6: A sixth order triangular sum numbers is a numbers obtained by adding all the sixth 
powers of positive integers less than or equal to a given positive integer n. If the n

th
 fifth order triangular 
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sum numbers is denoted by Sn, Then Sn = 1/42[(n)(n+1)(2n+1)(3n
4
+6n

3
-3n+1)]. The sixth order triangular 

sum numbers are 1,65,794,4890,20515,67171,184820,446964, 978405,……n. 
 
This concept was introduced by Hegde and Shankaran [6].Motivated by the concept of higher order 
triangular sum labeling, Murugesan [7], some higher order triangular sum labeling of graphs. 
 
2. Characterization of Graceful and Polyhedral Graphs: 

2.1. Graceful Graphs: In graph theory, a graceful labeling of a graph with ‘e’ edges is a labeling of its 
vertices with some subset of the integers between 0 and e inclusive, such that no of two vertices share a 
label, and such that each edge is uniquely identified by the positive, or absolute difference between its 
end points. A graph which admits a graceful labeling is called a “Graceful graph”. The name graceful 
labeling is due to Solomon W. Golomb [1]. 
 

 
 
2.2. Polyhedral Graphs: An n-polyhedral graph (sometimes called a c-net) is a 3-connected simple 
planar graph on n nodes. Every convex polyhedron can be represented in the plane or on the surface of a 
sphere bya 3-connected planar graph. Conversely, by a theorem of Steinitz as restated by Grunbaum [2], 
every 3-connected planar graph can be realized as a convex polyhedron (Duijvestijn and Federico [3]). 
“Polyhedral graph” are sometimes simply known as "polyhedra" (which is rather confusing since the term 
"polyhedron" more commonly refers to a solid with n-faces, not n-vertices). 
 

 
 
2.3. Tetrahedral Graphs: The tetrahedral graph is the Platonic graph that is the unique polyhedral 
graph on four nodes which is also the complete graph K4 and therefore also the wheel graph W4. It is 
implemented in the wolfram language as graph data"Tetrahedral Graph". 
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2.4. Pentahedral Graphs: A polyhedral graph on five nodes. There are two topologically distinct 
Pentahedral graph which, through duality, correspond to the skeletons of the square pyramid (left 
figure) and triangular di-pyramid (right figure). 

 
 
2.5. Hexahedral Graphs: A Hexahedral graph is a polyhedral graph on six vertices. There are seven 
distinct hexahedral graphs which, through duality, correspond to seven convex hexahedra. 
 

 
 
2.6. Heptahedral Graphs: A polyhedral graph on seven nodes. There are 34 nonisomorphic 
Heptahedral graph, as firstenumerated by Kirkman [5], Federico [4], Duijvestijn and Federico [3]. 
 

 
 
2.7. Octahedral Graphs: The octahedral graph is the 6-node 12-edge Platonic graph having the 
connectivity of the octahedron. It is isomorphic to the circulant graph Ci6 (1,2). It is implemented in 
the Wolfram Language as Graph data Octahedral graph. It has chromatic polynomial. Confusingly, 
the term octahedral graph is also used to refer to a polyhedral graph on eight nodes. 
 

 
 
2.8. Nonahedral Graph: A polyhedral graph having nine vertices. There are 2606 nonisomorphic 
nonahedral graphs, as first enumerated by Federico [4], Duijvestijn and Federico [3]). Named 
Nonahedral graph include the Fritsch graph, Soifer graph, and 9-wheel graph W9. Other nonahedral 
graphs include the skeletons of Johnson solids 3, 8, 10, and 63, the (2,7)-fan graph, and the (3,3)-prism 
graph. 
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2.9. Decahedral Graph: A polyhedral graph having 10 vertices. There are 32300 non-isomorphic 
Decahedral graph, as first enumerated by Duijvestijn and Federico [3]. 
 

 
 
3. Proposed Results: Here we prove that Polyhedral and Graceful graphs admit Some higher order 
triangular sum numbers. 
 
Example 3.1: Labeling Graph With Triangular Sum Numbers 

 
 

Results:  
Triangular Sum Numbers As Polyhedralgraph: The triangular sum numbers are placed in each node 
of any polyhedral graph in a random node order. The so obtained graph is a three connected planner 
graph with n-nodes.Hence polyhedral graph admits triangular sum numbers. 
 
Triangular Sum Numbers As Graceful Graph: From the above observations made, we can say that the 
Polyhedral graph formed by labeling the nodes and edges with the triangular sum numbers and their 
node differences respectively form a gracefully numbered graph. Hence we can say that the Graceful 
graph also admits triangular sum numbers. 
 
Graceful Graph Node Differences: When the absolute differences between the nodes are taken and 
the edges are labeled, the obtained node differences are ‘Natural numbers’ for Triangular sum numbers. 
The below results has been derived based on number of nodes and node values. 
 
Value of (n)thnode - Value of (n-1)thnode = (No of connecting node)order of triangular sum numbers 
FigureHexahedral graph (above), The last two nodes are 15, 21. No of nodes-6 and 1-order. 
 
Valueof(n)thnode -Valueof(n-1)thnode= (Noofconnectingnode)orderoftriangular sum numbers 
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 21 – 15  = (6)1 6 = 6…Hence proved. 
Example.3.2: Labeling Graph With Second Order Triangular Sum Numbers: 

 
 

Results:  
Second Order Triangular Sum Numbers As Polyhedral Graph: The second order triangular sum 
numbers are placed in each node of any polyhedral graph in a random node order. The so obtained 
graph is a three connected planner graph with n-nodes. Hence polyhedral graph admits second order 
triangular sum numbers. 
 
Second Order Triangular Sum Numbers As Graceful Graph: When the absolute differences between 
the nodes are taken and the edges are labeled, it forms a gracefully numbered graph. Hence we can say 
that Graceful graph also admits second order triangular sum numbers. 
 
Graceful Graph Node Differences: Also the obtained node differences are ‘Square of natural numbers’ 
for Second order triangular sum numbers. The below results has been derived based on number of 
nodes and node values. 
 
Figure Nonahedral graph (above),The last two nodes are 204, 285. No of nodes-9 and 2-order. 
Value of (n)thnode - Value of (n-1)thnode = (No of connecting node) order of triangular sum numbers 
285 – 204 = (9)2 
81 = 81….Hence proved. 
 
Example.3.3: Labeling Graphs with Third Order Triangular Sum Numbers 

 
 
Results:  
Third Order Triangular Sum Numbers As Polyhedral Graph: The third order triangular sum 
numbers are placed in each node of any polyhedral graph in a random node order. The so obtained 
graph is a three connected planner graph with n-nodes. Hence polyhedral graph admits third order 
triangular sum numbers. 
 
Third Order Triangular Sum Numbers As Graceful Graph: From the above observations made, we 
can say that the Polyhedral graph formed by labeling the nodes and edges with the third order 
triangular numbers and their node differences respectively form a gracefully numbered graph. Hence we 
can say that the Graceful graph also admits Third order triangular sum numbers. 
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Graceful graph node differences: When the absolute differences between the nodes are taken and the 
edges are labeled, the obtained node differences are ‘Cubic of natural numbers’ for Third order 
triangular sum numbers. 
Figure Heptahedral graph, The first two nodes are 1, 9. No of connecting nodes-2 and 3-order Value of 
(n)thnode - Value of (n-1)thnode = (No of connecting node) order of triangular sum numbers 
9 – 1 = (2)3 
8 = 8….Hence proved. 
 
Example.3.4: Labeling Graphs with Fourth Order Triangular Sum Numbers 

 
 
Results:  

Fourth Order Triangular Sum Numbers As Polyhedral Graph: The fourth order triangular sum 
numbers are placed in each node of any polyhedral graph in a random node order. The so obtained 
graph is a three connected planner graph with n-nodes. Hence polyhedral graph admits fourth order 
triangular sum numbers. 
 
Fourth Order Triangular Sum Numbers As Graceful Graph: When the absolute differences between 
thenodesaretakenandtheedgesarelabeled,itformsa gracefullynumberedgraph.Hence wecan say that 
Graceful graph also admits fourth order triangular sumnumbers. 
 
Graceful graph node differences:Also the obtained node differences are ‘fourth power of natural 
numbers’ for fourth order triangular sum numbers. The below results has been derived based on 
number of nodes and node values. 
 
Figure Nonahedral graph,The last two nodes are 8772, 15333. No of nodes-9 and 4-order 
Value of (n)thnode - Value of (n-1)thnode = (No of connecting node) order of triangular sum numbers 
15333 - 8772 = (9)4 
6561 = 6561…..Hence proved. 
 
Example.3.5:  
Labeling Graphs with Fifth Order Triangular Sum Numbers 
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Results:  
Fifth Order Triangular Sum Numbers As Polyhedral Graph: The fifth order triangular sum numbers 
are placed in each node of any polyhedral graph in a random node order. The so obtained graph is a 
three connected planner graph with n-nodes. Hence polyhedral graph admits fifth order triangular sum 
numbers. 
 
Fifth Order Triangular Sum Numbers As Graceful Graph: From the above observations made, we 
can say that the Polyhedral graph formed by labeling the nodes and edges with the fifth order triangular 
sum numbers and their node differences respectively form a gracefully numbered graph. Hence we can 
say that the Graceful graph also admits fifth order triangular sum numbers. 
 
Graceful Graph Node Differences: When the absolute differences between the nodes are taken and 
the edges are labeled, the obtained node differences are ‘fifth power of natural numbers’ for fifth order 
triangular sum numbers. 
 
Figure Decahedral graph,the center of two nodes are 4425, 12201. No of connecting nodes-6 and 5-order. 
Value of (n)thnode - Value of (n-1)thnode = (No of connecting node) order of triangular sum numbers 
12201 – 4425 = (6)5 
7776 = 7776 
Hence proved. 
 
Example.3.6:  
Labeling Graphs with Sixth Order Triangular Sum Numbers 

 
 
Results:  
Sixth Order Triangular Sum Numbers As Polyhedral Graph: The sixth order triangular sum 
numbers are placed in each node of any polyhedral graph in a random node order. The so obtained 
graph is a three connected planner graph with n-nodes. Hence polyhedral graph admits sixth order 
triangular sum numbers. 
 
Sixth Order Triangular Sum Numbers As Graceful Graph: When the absolute differences between 
the nodes are taken and the edges are labeled, it forms a gracefully numbered graph. Hence we can say 
that Graceful graph also admits sixth order triangular sum numbers. 
 
Graceful Graph Node Differences: Also the obtained node differences are ‘sixth power of natural 
numbers’ for Sixth order triangular sum numbers. 
 
The below results has been derived based on number of nodes and node values. 
Figure Nonahedral graph. The last two nodes are 446964,978405. No of nodes-9 and 6-order 
Value of (n)thnode - Value of (n-1)thnode = (No of connecting node) order of triangular sum numbers 
978405 – 446964 = (9)6 
531441  = 531441….Hence proved. 
 
Conclusion: In this paper we have dealt plottingtriangular sum numbers on polyhedral and graceful 
graph and proved that these graphs admits those numbers.We have derived the path of graceful graphs 
edge based on the node count and some higher order triangular sum numbers using below formula .We 
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also have found the graceful graphs edge values 'Sequence type'as Natural,  Square, Cube numbers 
etc…based on order of triangular sum numbers. 
Formula: value of (n)thnode - value of (n-1)th node = (No of connecting node) order of triangular sum 
numbers 
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